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INTRODUCTION
Magnetic Field Effects
Prior to 1970there were several reports of the effects of magnetic fields on
chemical reactions, though there was muchrebuttal and retraction in this
early literature (1-3). Since 1970, the numberof reproducible exampleshas
grown rapidly. Most contemporary theories explaining these effects stem
from the development of the radical pair theory of Chemically Induced
Dynamic Nuclear Polarization, CIDNP(4, 5). These are based on the
interconversion of spin multiplets through the action of inhomogeneous
magneticfields, hyperfine interactions, or differences in the g factors of the
chemical species involved. Mostsystems that exhibit magnetic field effects
involve reactions of radical pairs, though other examples, such as the
interconversion of ortho and para hydrogen (3), luminescence arising from
triplet-triplet annihilation (6), and quenchingof triplet states by radicals (7),
are well documented.
A good exampleof the effect of a magnetic field on a reaction involving
radical pairs in solution is the pioneering work by Schulten &Weller and
Michel-Beyerle & Haberkorn on triplets formed by the recombination
reaction between pyrene anions (2py7) and dimethylanaline cations
.+) (8-13) shownin Figure 1. Applied magnetic fields decrease the
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Figure2 Energylevels for a radical pair as a function of applied magneticfield strength in the
absence of electron-dipole electron:dipole interactions, but with a small isotropic exchange
interaction, J, leading to a small singlet-triplet splitting.
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interactions. At higher magnetic fields only the S and To l~vels are
energetically close to each other, and,the energy difference betwebnS and
T.+ or between S and T_ prevents mixing of these states. T~hls results
in a decrease in the quantumyield of molecular triplets in a magneticfield
comparedto the yield at zero magnetic field.
Quantitative proof that the hyperfine mechanismwas responsible for
singlet-triplet mixing in the radical pair camefrom the agreementbetween
experimental and theoretically prediced B1/2 values (55 G experimental,
59 G predicted) (11). Furthermore, B1/2 was much smaller for the
perdeuterated molecules (27 G, experimental, 21 G predicted) (11). In fluid
solution the exchange and dipolar interactions between the radicals are
negligible due to diffusion, and B1/2 is determinedprimarily by the strength
of the hyperfine interactions. Deuteration reduces the strength of the
hyperfine interactions and thus the strength o( the applied magnetic
field necessary to prevent the singlet radical pair state S from mixingwith
T+ or T_.
There are several other related kinds of magnetic effects. The decay
kinetics of radical pairs can dependon field strength if singlet and triplet
radical pairs decay at different rates. Nuclear spin polarization (CIDNP)
obtained because certain nuclear states cause moreefficient S-T mixing (4,
5). Electron spin polarization (CIDEP)can be generated, and this effect
been seen in photosynthetic systems for both triplet products (13a) and
chemically inert, nearby radicals that communicatevia spin exchangewith
radical p~tirs (13b). Resonant radio frequency magnetic fields can cause
changes in the reaction yield (reaction yield detected magnetic resonance,
RYE)MR),
as has been observed in a variety of systems (13c,d), including
photosynthetic systems (13e,f). Finally, isotope fractionation between
triplet and singlet products can result from differing nuclear magnetic
moments(14-16).
Diffusion can play a crucial role in radical pair reactions. Relative
translational diffusion is important because it modulates radical pair
creation and decay reactions and spin-spin interactions.
Rotational
diffusion causes averaging of anisotropic interactions and populations. It is
the absenceof these diffusive effects on somerelevant time scale whichis our
operational definition of a "solid state" reaction in this review.
Primary Photochemistry
of Photosynthesis
The only well-developedexampleof a radical pair reaction in the solid state
whose outcome can be influenced by magnetic fields comes from photosynthetic systems. There are a number of interesting parallels with
amorphous Si; however, because electron-hole pairs migrate in this
material, it is phenomenologically more similar to solution (17-20).
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Another example is electron injection from adsorbed dye molecules (e.g.
rhodamine B) into anthracene crystals (21). Although the analysis
photosynthesis is not the primary purpose of this review, this system is
interesting and serves as our example of the kinds of structural and
mechanistic insight that can be gained by studying magnetic field effects in
solids.
Photosynthesis is a complexseries of chemical transformations initiated
by photoinduced electron transfer forming a cation-anion radical pair. We
are only concerned with this most primary step here, which appears to be
general for photosystems I and II of green plants and algae and bacterial
photosynthesis. The site of this primary photochemistryis called a reaction
center (RC), which consists of several chlorophyll-type chromophores,
quinones and other electron carriers, intimately associated with an integral
membraneprotein. The best characterized and simplest RC is obtained
from the purple bacterium Rhodopseudomonasspheroides, R-26 mutant,
and all further discussion of RCsrelates to this system(22-24). The precise
nature and spatial arrangement of the chl6rophyll-type chromophoresthat
serve as both electron donors and acceptors are very active areas of study.
The details need not concern us, except to note that the initially formed
cation-radical (denoted P-+) and anion-radical (denoted ~) are a romatic
radical ions (chlorophyll n-radicals) (25) and that they are immobilized
the RC complex.
As the RCis excised from the functional organism,its chemistry is limited
to the first few steps of photosynthesis. The kinetics of these steps are shown
schematically in Figure 3A. The absorption of light by P at about 870 nm
leads to the rapid formation of p.+I7 (26-31); the quantumyield of this
reaction is nearly unity (32). The secondary reductions of the quinones are
slower, producing increasingly stable ion-pairs (26, 27, 32-36). The
secondary reaction : P "+I 7 QAQB
--} P "+ IQ ~ QBcan be blocked by removing Q altogether or prior chemical reduction to Q~ or Q2~-. These three
methodsof blocking the chemistry are distinctly different as Q~is charged
and paramagnetic, whereas Q~- is doubly charged and diamagnetic; we
will consider principally the simplest case in whichQAis removed.The fate
of the initial radical pair, P-+ I 7, is nowmorecomplex,as shownin Figure
3B. In addition to recombinationto the singlet groundstate, reaction to the
moleculartriplet, 3p, is possible (the triplet yield, ~a-, is about 0.2 at room
temperature and nearly 1 below 100 K) (13a, 37-39). S-Tmixi ng
mechanismin the radical ion pair is necessary in order to produce 3p. It is
evident that the schemesin photosynthesis shownin Figure 3B and that for
Py/Dmain Figure 1 are nearly identical. The fundamentaldifference is that
the radicals are not free to diffuse in the RC;thus the electron-electron
exchange interaction
does not vanish and all anisotropic magnetic
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Fioure 3 Kinetic schemefor the primary intermediates in bacterial photosynthesis. (A)
Kineticsin functionNreaction centers; (B) kinetics in blockedreaction centers.
barsare usedto denotespin-correlatedradical pairs.

characteristics
of P .+ I ~ must be considered. These produce novel magnetic
field effects, which are the main thrust of this review.

Magnetic Field Effects in Photosynthetic Reaction
Centers
In 1977 Parson & Hoff and their co-workers observed that the quantum
yield of 3p in blocked RCs was decreased by the application of a magnetic
field (40, 41). The decrease was monotonic with increasing field and the
effect saturated (no further decrease with increasing field) by 2 kG, where
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the quantumyield was 60~o of that in the absence of a field. Thc theory
described above for radical recombination in solution was adapted to the
RCproblem by Schulten and Haberkornand their co-workers (42, 43), with
the additional assertion that the exchangeinteraction between P-+ and I=
wouldbe finite and constant in time, as the reactants are not free to diffuse.
The observedmagnetic field effect tl~en led to the important conclusion that
the exchange interaction between P.+ and I= was small (less than 100 G,
10-6 cV). A review of this important work has been presented by Hoff(43a).
It was also reported that the triplet yield in deuterated Q~-containingRCs
is identical to that in protonatedRCs(39, 44), a perplexingresult in light
the results in solution discussed above.
More information can be obtained from the effect of high (H > 1 kG)
magneticfields, wherethe difference in the g-factors of P .+ and I = (Aa) leads
to an increasedrate of singlet to triplet conversionin the radical pair state
and an increased triplet yield (45, 46). The "Ae-effect" can be qualitatively
visualized by reference to the classical spin precession vector modelshown
in Figure 4. S and Todiffer in this picture only in the relative phas~of the two
spins. The effective magneticfield at each electron determinesits precession
frequency and thus the evolution in time of the spin correlation : from S to
TO and back. For fields of a few thousand Gauss, the magnitude of the
difference in precession frequency(to) for a typical set of nuclear states
determined predominantly by hyperfine interactions. However,if A~/is not
zero, its contribution to ~o at very large magnetic fields increases and can
become dominant.
The effect of increasing o~ on the triplet quantumyield can be seen by
reference to the kinetic schemefor triplet formation in Figure 3B. The
radical pair is formedinitially in a singlet state. Singlet recombinationwith
rate constant ks competeswith singlet-triplet conversionat frequency~o. An
increase in ~o should increase the yield of triplet radical pairs, if w does not
exceedka-, and thus of moleculartriplets, 3p. At sufficiently large magnetic
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fields, ~ will exceed both ks and kT, and the two radical pair states are
described as an equilibrium system drained by two decay reactions. In this
limit the yield is expected to becomeindependent of magnetic field and is
given by kT/(ks + kQ. The reader is cautionedthat the "infinite field limit" is
often mentionedin the literature on magneticfield effects for fields at which
the lowfield effect saturates, carelessly neglecting the Af-effects (43a). Even
though the effect is very well knownfrom the CIDNP
literature, AVeffects
have been muchless widely studied for solution phase reactions. As is seen
below, an important advantage of using the Av-effect is that an analytical
theory can be developed with few approximations, in contrast to the
situation at low field for whichcalculations becomeespecially difficult when
anisotropic interactions must be considered (47).
The solid state nature of the RCleads to the notion that the yield of
triplets might also dependupon the orientation of RCsin a magnetic field
(48, 49); we have called this the quantumyield anisotropy. In the high-field
limit (electron Zeeman interaction much greater than the spin-spin
interactions, H > 1000 G) the radical-pair energy-level diagramreduces to
a simple two-level system, S and T0. The energy difference between these
two states is due to the isotropic exchangeand the orientation-dependent
electron-dipole electron-dipole interactions. Because S-To mixing is impeded by an energy difference between the two states, RCswith different
orientations in a magneticfield should have different triplet quantumyields.
In addition, the nuclear hyperfine interactions and the v-factor difference
which drive S-To mixing are likely to be anisotropic.
Because the
contribution of the v-factor difference to the rate of S-To mixingincreases
with increasing field, whereas that due to hyperfine interactions and the
inhibition due to the S-To energydifference are constant with field strength,
the anisotropy of ~r maychange dramatically with field. This anisotropy is
expected to decrease to zero at extremely large fields, as ~r is no longer
limited by the S-TO mixing rate. This is a novel phenomenon
that can occur
in radical pair reactions in crystals, viscous media,micelles, surfaces and the
like.
GENERAL

THEORY

Spin Hamiltonian and Stochastic
Liouville
Equation
Our goal in this section is to predict the magnetic field and orientation
dependenceof the quantumyield of products of radical pair reactions in the
solid state. Similar approachesare used to calculate other observables, such
as radical pair kinetics, nuclear and electron spin polarization, RYDMR
effects, and isotope fractionation. Weadopt the reaction scheme in RCs
(Figure 3B), whichis representative of radical pair reactions. The variables
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are the radical pair recombination rate constants, ks and kT, and the
parameters of a spin Hamiltonianfor the radical pair (4, 50)
~ : S1 "(~1

"Hfle

"~ Z ~il"

I,~) + Sz "(~2 "Hfl~+ Z ~iz

"Ii2)

i

+ JS1¯ S2 + $1" ~" $2 + ~ yohIo ¯ H + ~ Iij" ~j" Iu,

1.

where S1 and S2 and ~1 and ~2 are the angular momentumoperators and
g-tensors for unpairedelectrons on radicals 1 (P.+) and 2 (I :), respectively.
~u, ~i~, Iij, and ~ij are the hyperfine tensor, quadrupole tensor, angular
momentum
operator, and magnetogyric ratio for the ith nucleus on the jth
radical, respectively. J and ~ are, respectively, the isotropic exchange
coupling constant and the dipole-dipole tensor for the unpaired electron on
P .+ interacting with the unpaired electron on I :. fl~ is the Bohrmagneton.
Triplet yields are calculated using a density operator approach, as
introduced by Schulten and Haberkorn and their co-workers. The
Stochastic Liouville equation describes the time evolution of the density
operator, p(t), under the influence of the spin Hamiltonian and the
recombinationreactions (Figure 3B) (5, 42, 43):
--i

1

1

T
dp(t)/dt = -~- Ea’ff, p(t)] _ - ~ ksEPs, p(t)] ÷ - kTEP , p(t)]
÷,

2.

where pS and pT are the singlet and triplet projection operators, respectively. The first term on the right-hand side describes the coherent evolution
of the system amongthe singlet and triplet states. The second two terms
introduce decay in the singlet and triplet parts of the density operator due
to radical ion pair recombination. The spin Hamiltonian is not the
complete Hamiltonian, and these additional terms are added to account for
those processes that do not manifest coherence and are assumed to be
adequately described by first-order rates. One half of the anticommutator
of the singlet projcction opcrator and the dcnsity operator,
(1/2) [pS, p(t)] + = (1/2) [pSp(t) +p(t)PS],
projects out the probability that the radical pair is in the singlet state at time
t. Multiplication of this singlet "concentration" by the first-order rate
constant ks gives the.rate at whichradical pairs are collapsing by the singlet
pathway. Relaxation termsfor either the electrons or nuclei have not been
included because the electron and nuclear spins are not expected to
undergorelaxation during the lifetime of the radical pair (about 10 ns). This
approximation would not be valid for muchlonger-lived radical pairs, but
Eq. 2 could be modified as in Redfield theory (51) or Freed’s elegant
treatment of CIDEP(52).
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yield can be obtained from p(t) or more simply from

t~ -= f~ p(t) dr,
as

= Jo Tr[kTpTp(t)]

dt = kTTr(pT~).

t~ can be obtained by integrating Eq. 2 over all time and solving the resulting
algebraic equation
B~+~Bt = p(0),

i

1

S

1

where B =- ~A~+-~ksP +-~kTP T.

4.

The initial conditionis that the radical pair starts in the singlet state :
p(0) =
where N is the total numberof nuclear states.
Wediscuss calculations of the quantumyield for three cases :
1. a high-field analytical solution developedby us (45);
2. a zero-field one-proton analytical solution developedby Haberkornet al
(43);
3. numerical solutions for zero and low fields developedby Schulten et al
(42).

High Field
High field is the region for which the electron Zeemaninteraction is much
greater than the electron-electron dipolar, exchange, or hyperfine interactions. This occurs in Q-depleted RCsfor fields greater than about 1000 G.
Wecan neglect terms of the form IxSx and IySy that induce transitions
betweenthe set of states {S, To} and the set {T+, T_}, because the large
Zeemanenergy difference between these two sets of states prevents
¯ transitions between them. In addition we make the specialized approximations that the g-factor anisotropies are small and neglect the nuclear
Zeemanand nuclear quadrupole interactions. These approximations are
very reasonable for P .+ and I’: (49). Neither the nuclear Zeemannor the
nuclear quadrupole interactions couple singlet and triplet electron spin
states directly. Theycan, however,modifythe effective hyperfine coupling
by mixingnuclear states ; this approximationmust be considered on a caseby-case basis for other radical pair reactions.
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With these approximations, the Hamiltonian for the kth nuclear state,
o~ff;,, takes the followingformat high field :
~,~’k=[gfl~H+ ~i Ai2(fl, ,)m,21Sz+(3/4)D~(fl,

T)S2z

+(1/2)AE(fl, y)Sz + hOOk(H,
fl, Y)Slz,

5.

where
AE(fl, ~) = S-(1/2)Oz~(fl,
~g(H,fl, ?)= (l/h)[Ag(fl, 7)fleH Ail( fl , ~)m~
l- ~ A,2(fl , y)m~

s = s, + s:. A,~(~.v) = li" ~,~. ~ ~)~,
Ag(fl, Y) = ~t -~2)~ = Agi~o+ Ag~[3(i .ig)z

- 6~,[(i¯ i~)~- (i- L)~].
0~(~.~) = (2)~. = 2~[(i-:- 1/~] - 2~[(i- io):- (iHere, m~i is the quantumnumber of angular momentum
in the direction of
the effective hyperfine field, i.~j, for nucleus i on radical j in the kth
nuclear spin state, the standard zero field parameters D and E have been
used, and the difference g-tensor principal values have been parameterized
as isotropic (Agiso) , axial (Ag~) and nonaxial (Ag~) components.
The following notation has been used. The laboratory-fixed axis system
is designated by the unit vectors: i, ~, i, with the magnetic field in the
direction. The sample-fixed axis system is designated by ~, ~, and ~. The
sample-fixed axis system is related to the laboratory axis system by the
Euler angles a, fl,.and y (53). Theprincipal axes of the tensors describing the
anisotropic magnetic interactions are i~, ~, and i~, where i is D for the
electron dipole-electron dipole tensor, A for nuclear hyperfine tensors, P for
nuclear quadrupole tensors, or g for the d~erence g-tensor between the
radicals in the pair. The orientation of the principal axis system of each
anisotropic interaction with respect to the sample-fixed axis system is
described by the three Euler angles : a~, ~, ~. For simplicity, we adopt the
following truncated subscript notation : The componentsof a tensor in its
principal axis systemare denoted with single subscripts, as in A~, Ay, and A.~
for the principal values of the hyperfine tensor, and the componentsin the
laboratory axis system by the standard double subscript, as in
In the above high field Hamiltonian, the mixing of S and To is determined
by the energy splitting, AE(fl, ?), and by the coupling constant, w~(H,fl,
which is the frequency of S-To mixingin the absence of an energy splitting.
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Equation 3 can then be solved analytically using the methodintroduced by
Haberkorn(43). The "single orientation" yield, @T(H,fl,~’), is the yield
averaged over nuclear states

~ ~ + [~(~, ~)/~k(H,8, ~)]2’

6.

where

~2(~,~) =ksk~{
~+[2AE(/~,
~)/h(ks
~,)]’}.
The nuclear averaging warrants two comments. First, it assumes equal
weights for each nuclear state, essentially the Boltzmanndistribution at
normal temperatures. Althoughone can envision very interesting situations
in which this assumption might break downdue to the presence of nuclear
spin polarization, there are no cases at the present time. Second,averaging
over independent nuclear states is a rigorous approach in the high field
limit, contrary to a recent, incorrect assertion (43a).
As the numberof nuclear states is generally large in organic radicals, the
summationover discrete nuclear states in Eq. 6 may be replaced with an
integral over a Gaussian distribution of hyperfine energies. This leads to a
Gaussian distribution in the coupling contants, ~o(H, fl,7), centered at
Ag(fl, y)fleH/h with second moment,[A(fl, ~)/2h]2. For the case of RCs, we
consider only an axial hyperfine energy width; thus
¯ 2
A2(fl, ?) = A~s
7.
o + A~2x[(22A) -- 1/3].
Equation 6 for the quantumyield can now be expressed in terms of two
reducedparameters, a and A, and the infinite field yield, k~/(ks +kT)
e_,~/2,,~ dy
1
(ay+A)2 ’
~I~T(H
8.
/~,7)
,
~ ~-~ (ay f~ + A) 2 + 1
(k,)
where
a=

A(fl,7
)
and
2h~c(fl,?)

A=

htc(fl,y)

For a radical pair reaction in a single crystal this last result could be
compareddirectly with experiment. For less ordered systems, sometype of
spatial averaging is necessary. Here we translate the "single orientation"
yield into the experimental "observed yield," specialized for the particular
methodused to measurethe yield anisotropy in RCs. In order to observe an
anisotropic yield in an isotropic sample of RCs, we use an anisotropic
detector, in this case linearly polarized light at 870 nm, which detects an
anisotropic depletion of P. Thus, we perform a weighted average over
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orientations for the electric unit vector, ~, of a linearly polarized probe
beamat the angle q to the field direction :
2g

x sin B dB dy.

9.

The c-axis is defined to lie along the transition dipole momentdirection, ~,
used to detect the quantumyield anisotropy. Th¢ isotropically averaged
quantumyield, ¢~(H),
10.
*~V(H)= (1/3) [*~(H, °) +2*~(H, 90°)],
and the "quantumyield anisotropy," is
a(H) ~( H, 0 °).°) - *~(H, 90~)
*~(H,
+2*~(H, 90 0)

11.

Structural information is contained in the Euler angles a~, B~, and y~, which
relate the principal axes of the various interactions to each other and to the
transition dipole moment.
Low Field
At low magnetic field, nuclear states are coupled and the treatment above is
not applicable. A series of approaches of increasing complexity, none
without shortcomings, has been applied to this problem. For the case of
only one proton coupled to one of the electrons and in the absence of
electron-electron dipolar coupling, an analytical solution at zero field has
been provided by Haberkorn & Michel-Beyerle (43)
*T(H= 0) 3(A/h)2k~(ks + kT)/{[3(A/h) 2 + 4kskT] (k2s + kT)
+ 16kskT(J- A/2)2/h2},

12.

where A is the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant for the one proton.
Consideration of nonzero fields or more magnetic hyperfine interactions is
muchmore di~cult, and no analytical expression is available at this time.
A numerical treatment has been introduced by Schulten et al (42) to deal
with more than one proton at arbitrary field (Aa = 0); most calculations
were for a two-proton model. Wehave modified this treatment for inclusion
of the dipolar interaction (47). Equation4 was solved numerically using the
Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 with isotropic g-factors, the isotropic exchange
interaction, an anisotropic dipolar interaction, and one isotropic proton
hyperfine interaction on each radical (a two proton model):(A~,)/g,fl~
-9.5 G and (At=)/g~fl~ = 13 G, which are consistent with the knownEPR
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data for P,+ (54) and Iv (55). The negative sign for Apt was used to avoid
physically unreasonable modelin which the singlet states are only coupled
to triplet states with small or negative hyperfine energies, but not to triplet
states with large positive hyperfine energies.
A further extension of this approach has recently been presented by Tang
& Norris (56). As described by these investigators, a Gaussian distribution
of hyperfine interactions for each memberof the radical pair was used, by
doing calculations for sevenpoints ranging from -- 21/2o-1 (and -- 21/2o-2) to
21/2o-1 (21/2o-2) for the Gaussiandistribution of A~(and A2), respectively,
where ~2a (about 20 2) and ~22 ( about 64 G2) are t he s econd moments for
the two distributions (1 = P.+, 2--IV). This method would emphasize
small effective hyperfine fields. As the total hyperfine field and not just the
z-componentis effective in generating triplets at low field, this centerweighted distribution for the coupling constants A1 and A2 maynot be
appropriate. As pointed out in a semiclassical analysis of this problemby
Schulten & Wolynes (12), a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution
hyperfine fields is an appropriate model, particularly for dealing with a
large numberof nuclei.
The important new idea introduced by us (47) and by Tang &Norris (56)
is that the anisotropic dipolar interaction can have a major effect on the
isotropic quantumyield at low field in the solid state. A complicationis that
the particular approximation used to modelthe hyperfine interaction will
affect the magnitudesof parameters obtained in fitting the data.
Other States and Interactions
The schemein Figure 3B has been embellished in two related ways in recent
treatments. The first modification includes the activated back reaction from
~P-+I ~ to ~PI with rate constant ks, (43a). This introduces a further singlet
decay channel and delayed fluorescence as an additional observable.
Further, the inclusion of ~PI in the spin dynamics of the radical pair
provides a dephasing mechanism that can slow S-T mixing and destroy
coherence.
A related modification to the schemeby Haberkornand co-workers (57),
whose consequences have been more rigorously explored, introduces an
intermediate electron acceptor. That is, the species I is considered to be
comprised of two species, B and H, and the initial reaction sequence
becomes:
~
1PBH ~ P-+ BVH~_ p+-BH
kD

The electron exchangeinteraction in the state P-+ B: H is taken to be much
~ and acts to dephase singlet and triplet
larger than in the state P-+BH
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radical pairs. Haberkornet al (57) have shownthat triplet quantumyields
in this modified scheme would be reduced from those calculated with the
methods discussed above by the factor kc/(kc+ks), and that electron
hopping leads to an additional phase relaxation term in thc Stochastic
Liouville equation (Eq. 2).t It is difficult to demonstratethe presenceof such
an intermediate from relative triplet yield measurements,because the new
relaxation term leads to a level broadeningeffect which affects the triplet
yield very muchlike the dipolar interaction or large values of the decay rate
constant, kr (see LowField Isotropic Yield section below). If c i s not much
greater than ks, a discrepancy between calculated and measured absolute
yields may signal the presence of the intermediate. Though shownto be
rigorous for the calculation of relative triplet yields, the use of Eq. 2 with
effective parameters is valid for the calculation of time dependentconcentrations only if kc is very large.
Another interaction is possible in RCs containing Q~. Spin exchange
between 17 and Q~ introduces another mechanism of S-T mixing, as the
phase of the spin on Q~Ais uncorrdated with those in the radical pair. This
effect is complex because the spin on Q,~ is also strongly coupled to a
nearby high-spin Fe(II) in the RC. Wehave shown that spin exchange
between 17 and Q~ Fe(II) can lead to a strongly field dependent contribution to the S-T mixing (47) because the Zeemaninteractions of the two
spins are knownto be very different (58). An earlier theoretical consideration neglected the differences in Zeemaninteraction, which led to the
conclusion that spin exchange would provide a field-independent S-T
mixing mechanism(42).
Other Observables
Althoughthis review focuses on the effects of magneticfields on the triplet
quantumyield, several other observables supplementthe field effect data
and can be used to fix parameters with greater certainty. A first exampleis
the radical pair decaykinetics, whichcan be obtaincd by solving Eq. 2 for all
times. Tang &Norris (56) have shownthat with ka- > ks, the radical pair
decay is nearly exponential, a result that encourages the use of a simple
expression introduced earlier by Haberkornet al (43)
z =

Tr(p) dt= (1-~r)/ks+~r/kr.
o

With ks > kT, the decay appears biexponential with decay rates near ks and
.r
kff
The parameters ks, kr, and J should be replaced by ~ ff, k~2,
and J°ffin Eq. 2, and the term
cff
elf
elf
T
S
S T
-[(k2 -(l/2)(k~ +k~ )] [P pP +P pP ] added.
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A second observable is the delayed fluorescence of the precursor excited
state, 1p, mentioned above that is produced by back reaction from the
singlet radical pair. This fluorescence should decay with the samekinetics
as the singlet radical pair, because the forwardelectron transfer reaction is
fast. Thus, it should decay in parallel with the total radical pair concentration at short time, but maydeviate at longer time if ks > k TA third observable is the RYDMR
effect. The theoretical approach to
calculating this effect and the kind of information obtained are similar to
those for the magnetic field effects (58a,b). At resonant magnetic fields,
microwavescause transitions betweentriplet radical pair levels, perturbing
the spin dynamicsin the radical pair and thus affecting the triplet yield. The
RYDMR
linewidth and intensity as a function of microwavepower are new
observables, which provide an additional and, in certain cases, moredirect
wayof determining magnetic and kinetic parameters of the radical pair.
EXPERIMENTAL
Isotropic
in RCs

RESULTS

and Anisotropic

Ma#netic FieM Effects

The absorption of P at 870 nmwas selectively probed with light polarized
either parallel or perpendicularto the magneticfield after pulsed excitation.
The absorption was probed after P-+ I 7 had completely decayed, but before
3p had decayed to any significant extent. Thus, an anisotropic distribution
of RCswas selected for detection. The details of the measurementsof the
anisotropic field effects and absolute triplet quantumyields at zero field are
presented elsewhere (49, 59). Quinone-depletei:l RCs were suspended
ordinary aqueous buffers for measurementsof isotropic quantumyields or
viscous buffer (containing glycerol) for measurements of anisotropic
quantumyields (49).
Figure 5 shows the triplet quantumyield for Q-depleted RCssuspended
in buffer at 293 K between0 and 50 kG. There is an initial rapid drop-off in
the quantumyield of triplets whenthe field is applied (0-2 kG), followed
a rise in the yield on going to higher magnetic fields. On going from 2 to
50 kG, the quantum yield increases by about 136~. At fields less than
10 kG, the yield increase is quadratic in field, but at higher magneticfields
there is evidence for the predicted leveling off of the yield. The relative
quantumyield for magnetic fields between 0 and 500 G is shown in the
inset to Figure 5. The quantum yield decreases monotonically on application of a field, with a BI/2 value of 42 G. *r(H) is approximatelyconstant
between0 and 10 G, and equals 0.22 (59).
Figure 6A showsthe results of a set of experimentson RCssuspendedin a
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Figure5 Relativeyield I(H, 90°) in Q-depleted
RCsat 293K between
0 and50 kG.Inset :
expansion
of the lowfield regionfrom0 to 500G.For the latter, error barsarethe standard
deviationdetermined
fromfive experiments
ontwosamples
; field strengthsare accurate
to
within 2 G.
viscous solvent with the observation light polarized either parallel (r/o = °)
or perpendicular (r/o = 90°) to the magnetic field. The quantum yield
anisotropy, a(H) (Eq. ]0) is plotted in Figure 6B. Absorption at 870 nm
RCsis due almost entirely to P and the transition is strongly polarized.
Thus, as a consequenceof the anisotropic chemistry, the sample becomes
transiently dichroic. Note that both the sign and magnitudeof a(H) maybe
completely different if detected at another wavelength, as the transition
momentprobed at another wavelength may point in an entirely different
direction within the RC. RCs suspended in nonviscous buffer undergo
rotational diffusion in the 3/~s delay betweenthe creation of the triplet state
and its detection. This rotation completely destroys the dichroism, as is seen
in the control experiment(Figure 6B, triangles). It should be noted that even
in nonviscous buffers, magnetic field effect experiments with muchgreater
time resolution (on the time scale of the rotational correlation time of the
RC, about 20 ns) maycontain artifacts due to anisotropic quantumyields.
This problem would be particularly acute for time-resolved measurements,
becausethe artifact would decay in time. This maybe of no consequencefor
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Figure 6 (A) The relative quantumyield, I(H, q), as a function of magneticfield strength for
Q-depletedRCsat 293 Kin viscous glycerol/buffer (q = ° :ci rcles ; q = 90° : squares). (B) Th
quantumyield anisotropy, a(H), in viscous glycerol/buffer (circles) and in nonviscous buffer
(triangles).

observation wavelengthsand fields where a(H) is very small, but it can be
very important under other circumstances.
The extraordinary observation in Figure 6B that a(H) is positive at low
fields and negative at high fields indicates that there are two or more
anisotropic magnetic interactions contributing to the yield anisotropy
detected at 870 nm. This "chemically induced dichroism" is not to be
confused with photoselection, whereby a partially oriented (cosinesquared) population of RCscan be created by excitation of a pure electronic
transition using linearly polarized light. Wehave shownelsewhere (49) that
the effect of varying the angle, r/e, between the electric vector of the
excitation pulse and the magnetic field is muchsmaller than the effect of
varying r/0. This result, and the fact that the sampleis not oriented by the
field, showthat the sampleis effectively isotropically excited.
Other Experiments
Measurementsby Parson and co-workers (39) of the radical pair lifetime
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and fluorescence as a function of temperature, field, and isotopic substitution are complex and interesting.
~T(H = 0) is about 0.14 at room
temperature in both protonated and deuterated Q~-containing RCs. The
yield decreases by about 0.05 in both samples at 650 G. The radical pair
decay rate showsa substantial effect of field at roomtemperature. It is 9
× 107 s-1 at zero field, but drops to 7 x 107 s-1 at 650 G. Deuteration
affects the decay rate, decreasing the rate at all temperatures and both fields
by about 25~o. At room temperature, depletion of quinone in protonated
RCshas no effect on the decay rate and increases the triplet yield by a factor
of two. The fluorescence at zero field from both Q-depleted and Q ~ RCs
increases from room temperature down to 200 K, then decreases about
two-fold on lowering to 100 K; it is independent of temperature ifQA is not
reduced. Application of a 650 G field increases the fluorescence by only
1.6~ at roomtemperature in Q~-containing RCs. The fluorescence lifetime
in Q~ RCsshowed an instrument-limited (6 ns fwhm)fast componentand
slower componentof 1.7 x 10a s- 1
Ogrodniket al (60) reported the relative concentrations of P .+I :, 3p and
P in freshly Q-depleted RCs 3, 5, 7 and 15 ns after a saturating 1.5 ns
excitation pulse. They also report the low field dependence of the ap
concentration at these times. At zero field, the ground state concentration
initially rises faster than the triplet state, thoughthe final triplet yield
appears to be near 50~o. At 3 ns, the triplet concentration at 400 Gis 33~oof
its value at zero field, but at 15 ns it is 44~oof the zero field value. Bx/2
decreases from 80 G at 3 ns to 33 G at 15 ns. The Q-depletion procedure and
time between depletion and measurement can affect the magnetic field
effects. It is not yet clear whetherRCsfreshly depleted of quinonesare more
or less representative of native RCs.
The RYDMR
linewidth for Q-depleted RCs at about 3000 G is 25-30 G
with relatively low power (13f). The maximumRYDMR
intensity is an
increase in the triplet yield when2000Wof microwavepoweris applied (H~
estimated to be 20 G). As the power is increased further, the signal
decreases, becomesnegative, and broadens.
Data for quinone-containing RCsshow a very wide variation in different
laboratories. In part this is due to photochemicalchangesthat occur during
the experiment (59); however, the precise nature of these changes remains
obscure and further discussion of the magnetic field effects is not warranted
at this time. Magnetic field effects have been observed in membrane
preparations, wholecells, and large, subchloroplast preparations (43a). As
result of the added complications of energy migration, trapping, and
activated detrapping, we feel it is premature to undertake a quantitative
analysis based on schemessuch as Figure 3B.
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EFFECTS OF PARAMETERS AND COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENTS
High Field lsotropic Yield
Figure 7 showsthe magneticfield dependenceof the calculated yield
between0 and 50 kGfor various values of the kinetic and magnetic
parameters,
omittingall anisotropicinteractions. Fromthe measured
EPR
z = (9.5)2 2+ (13)
linewidths
of P,+ [-9.5 G(54)]andI 7 [13 G(55)], (Ai~o/gefle)
= (16 G)2 ; see Eq.7. Alargevalueof A9leadsto a rapidinitial rise in
withfield aboveI kGandan earlylevelingoff. Largevaluesofks or J serve
to decrease~T, withoutsubstantially changingthe absolute amountof
modulation
of the yield by the magnetic
field. Theeffect of increasingvalues
of kTis morecomplicated
: the 1 kGyields at first increasewithincreasing
values of kw, reach a maximum,
andthen decrease as kv becomeslarge.
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Figure 7 The dependenceof the isotropic high-field yield on the values of ks, kr, A0, andJ.
The values old and E were taken to be zero, andA9 and the hyperfine interactions were taken
to be isotropic. In each panel, one parameter
is variedwhile the others are kept at the following
values:
Aiso/gefl=

~- 16G; ks = 5 × 1078-1; kT= 1 x 10Ss-1;

Ag = 0.0010;

J=0G.

The yields at zero field were calculated with the one protonmodel(Eq. 12), andat high fields
with Eq. 8.
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Wheneverkr becomesmuchlarger than 09, the triplet yield decreases with
larger values of kr. This maybe viewedas due to lifetime broadeningof the
triplet levels (43). At 50 kGthe larger values of ka- in Figure 7 continue
give larger triplet yields because m is large due to the A# effect. The
parametersks, kT, J, and A~/all scale linearly with the hyperfine interactions.
Thusif the hyperfine interactions, ks, ka-, J, and A#are all doubled, none of
the high-field curves in Figure 7 changes.
Hi#h Field

Anisotropic

Yield

In this section physically reasonable values for the magnitude of each
anisotropic magnetic interaction in the radical pair P-+I7 are used to
illustrate the effects that each of these interactions would have in the
absence of the others. A muchmore detailed analysis of the particular
values is presented in Ref. (49). As there are manypossible permutations
the parameters in this problem, only a selected set is discussed below to
illustrate someof the interesting situations that can arise. Very little is
knownat this time about the anisotropic magneticproperties of P -+ and 17.
This maynot be the case in other systems, so moredefinitive structural data
about radical pair intermediates could be extracted from quantum yield
anisotropy data.
NUCLEAR
HYPERFINE
INTERACTIONS
Consideration of the nature of P-+ and
I7 shows that the largest anisotropic hyperfine interactions probably are
associated with two of the central 14Non 17. As shownin (49), one can
approximatethis with an axial hyperfine interaction, Aax(see Eq. 7)
2 = 2(4/3)Ir~(Ir~1)I-( 5.7)2 --( 0.6)2] = (13.1 G)2.
(Aax/ge~e)
Figure 8A shows the expected field dependence of the yield anisotropy
due to anisotropic hyperfine interactions for various orientations of the
hyperfine principal axis, ignoring the other anisotropic interactions. The
small negative anisotropies at high field are due to saturation of the triplet
yield at large values of the o~ distribution.
ELECTRON-ELECTRON
DIPOLARINTERACTION
Figure 8B shows the yield
anisotropy due to only the electron-electron dipolar interaction (the
hyperfine and g tensors are taken to be isotropic). This figure also
demonstratesthe extreme sensitivity of the anisotropy to the strength of the
exchangeinteraction J. The values of an,/~t~, and ~D chosen in Figure 8B
place/tat o oalong ~D, giving the maximum
effect obtainable. If the S-T
energy splitting, AE, is larger with ~DIIrl than with ~D-I-H, then the
anisotropy will be negative. The addition of J to the problem can either
accentuate this effect, decrease it, or even reverse its sign. Another
interesting aspect of the dipolar-induced anisotropy is the prediction of
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anisotropies greater than 2/5 or less than -1/5, the limits for a normal
fluorescence or phosphoresencepolarization experiment (61). Whenthe
anisotropicdistribution is created by absorptionof polarizedlight, as in a
normalphotoselection experiment, the distribution of excited states
depends on the square of the cosine between the absorbing transition
momentand the electric vector of the exciting light. By contrast~ the
anisotropic quantumyield is created by anisotropic chemistry, not by
photoselection, and mayhave a more sharply peaked distribution than
cosine squared,giving rise to anisotropies outside the normalrange.
DIFFERENCE
~ TENSOR
Organic radicals have only very minor g-tensor
anisotropies, with principal values deviating fromthe g-factor of the free
electron, 2.0023, by amountson the order of 10-3 (50). Agaxand Agrhare
expectedto be of this orderof magnitude.As an example,the effect of Agax
< 0 with Agrh = 0, is shownin Figure 8C.
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Figure 8 The effects of various parameters on the yield anisotropy, a(H). The likely largest
possible variations for a radical pair of the type in RCsare illustrated.
(Note the large
differences in vertical scales.) In each panel, one parameteris varied while the others are kept at
the following values:
kT = 1 x 108S-1;
Aiso/gefle
= 16G, Aax=0
;
=
Ag~,o
-9 x 104, Ag.x = 0, Agrh

ks= 1 x 108s-l,
J =D =E=0;

(A) The effect of the anisotropy of the 14N hyperfine interactions in I T, as a function of the
angle, fln, between the hyperfine axis and ~s To. Aa~/g~fl~ = 13.1 G.(B)Theeffect oftheelectronelectron dipolar interaction,
illustrating
the enormous effect of the electron exchange
interaction :
D/g,fl,

= --45 G, E/g~fl~ = 15 G, fie

= 0°.

(C) The effect of the g-tensor anisotropy. The yield anisotropy, a(/-/),

due to °.
Ag,,./~ = 0
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COMPARISON
WITHEXPERIMENT
Figure 9 shows both some calculated
curves and the experimental data points for ~V(H)and a(H) between 1 and
50 kG for the parameters listed in the caption. The parameters were
obtained as follows : J, D, and E are those values suggested by an analysis of
the data at low field (see below). The experimental values of ~,v(1 kG)
@~v(50kG) determine s and k T. The c urvature o f ~ V(H) between 1 an
50 kG determines Agi~o. From Figure 8 it is clear that either dipolar or
hyperfine anisotropy is sufficient to account for the anisotropy at 1 kG, so
values for aO, flO, YD,ag, and flk were arbitrarily chosento give the correct
value of a(1 kG), which is quite small. Future epr experiments on oriented
P.+ and I7 and RYDMR
experiments on P.+I7 should determine which
interaction is most important at this particular wavelength.
Most of the anisotropy at 37.5 and 50 kG is due to the g factor
anisotropy. If the anisotropy of + 0.026 at 1 kG is due to the hyperfine
interactions, their contribution to the anisotropy should have decreased to
about - 0.005 by 30 kG (cf Figure 8A). Alternatively, if the anisotropy
1 kGis due to the electron-electron dipolar interaction, its contribution to
the anisotropy woulddecrease to less than 0.015 by 30 kG (cf Figure 8B).
Thus the anisotropy due to A¢ alone between 37.5 kG and 50 kG must be
about -0.10 or more. Using either Agaxor Agrh, this very negative value of
the anisotropy can be reproduced only when~/870 is parallel to a principal
axis of A¢and with the principal value of A¢along that axis close to zero.
Note that for the particular values of ks, kT, and A~iso chosenin Figure 9, the
largest negative anisotropy at 40 kG for any value of Ag~, is approximately
the experimental value, a(40 kG) = --0.10.
ManyRCstructures can be imagined that would make the value of A¢ be
zero along ~87o. Thoughit is difficult to turn the results of this experiment
into structural knowledgeof the RCat the present time, the reverse process
would be most interesting. Should a crystal structure for RCsultimately
becomeavailable, the expected value of the anisotropy could be calculated
with somecondifence. The experimental anisotropy could then be used, for
example, to decide which amongthe various chromophores in the RCacts
as the intermediate acceptor I.
Low Field Isotropic

Yield

The effects of ks, kv, and J on the low field yield have been considered
previously by Schulten et al (42) and Haberkornet al (43, 62). They showed
that the triplet radical pair levels are broadenedby hyperfine interactions
and that both the singlet and triplet levels are lifetime broadened.The value
of B~/2, in the absence of dipolar coupling, is then determinedby whichever
is largest : hks/O¢fl., hkx/9,fl~, or the hyperfine interaction energyexpressed
in Gauss. For J = D = E = 0, reasonable fits to a B~/2 of 42 G can be
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Figure 9 (A) Calculated (--) and experimental (diamonds) average quantumyields, ¯
as a function of magnetic field strength. Curves calculated for a standard set of parameters
(below),except for AOf~o(see figure). Experimentalvalues based on tI~T~(0) = 0.22. (B) Calculated
(--) and experimental (diamonds) quantum yield anisotropies, a(H), as a function
magneticfield strength. Curves calculated for a standard set of parameters (below), except for
Aga, (see figure). The following set of standard parameterswere used (see text)
Kinetic: ks = 6.5 x 107 s-t, kT = 3.5 x 107
S-To splitting:

J = 0, D/o¢fl" = --45 G, E/g©fl, = 15 G,
aD= 0°, tip = 90°, YD= 40° ;

Hyperline: Aiso/gefle = 16 G, Aa,Jgefle = 13.1 G, fl^ = 73°;
A~: Aglso = -9 x 10-3, Ag~x= 5.7 x 10-*, Agrh = 0,
~, = 0o,/~o.
=0
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obtained only with very large values of ks- (~ 1 x 10~ s-~) (47). As a result,
ks-values of about 2 × 10s s- 1 are required to fit Oa-(H= 0); such values are
incompatible with the radical pair decay rate of 9 × 107 $- 1. Furthermore,
values of kT greater than 5 x 108 s -1 are totally incompatible with the
measuredhigh field yield for any value of the g-factor difference (see above).
For example, the calculated value of~T increases by 175~ on going from 2
to 50 kG whenkr is 5 x 108 in Figure 7, whereasthe experimental increase
is 136~(Figure 9) (62).
anisotropic
dipolar interaction has a profound effect on the isotropic quantumyield as
a functionof field at lowfield (47). This is easily seenby referenceto a radical
pair energylevel diagram,in whicha zero-field splitting of the triplet levels
and the orientation dependenceof this splitting effectively "spreads out" the
energy of the triplet radical pair, in effect placing triplet levels near the
singlet level at considerablylarger field strengths for particular orientations
(this contrasts with the simpler picture in Figure 2). Thus, qualitatively, the
rather large B1/2 values observedin RCsmight be due to this effect. Also, to
the extent that B1/2 is determined by the dipolar interaction, deuteration
may have muchless than the expected effect on B1/2, though not on the
absolute quantumyield. The dependence of the low field quantumyield on
various parametersis presented in the following to illustrate their effects.
The values of ks and kr have each been set at 1 × 108 s- 1 in the examples
that follow. This choice was motivated by the high field data, which are
incompatible with muchlarger values of either parameter. The value of kx
will be discussed further below.
The effect of D for E = 0 is shown in Figure 10A. An axial dipolar
interaction increases B1/2 substantially; however, it also introduces an
increase in ~T at small fields due to S-T+ (T) level crossing, which is not
seen experimentally. The effect of E with J - 0 is shown in Figure 10B.
Values of IE] close to (1/3)1DI increase the zero-field quantumyield
bringing one of the triplet levels into degeneracywith S at H = 0, while not
substantially changing the yield at 1000 G. The addition of E also removes
an initial rise in the calculated yield with field due to S-T÷(T_) level crossing
by more equally spacing the levels.
EFFECTS OF ELECTRON-ELECTRON DIPOLAR INTERACTION An

EFFECTS OF ELECTRON-ELECTRONEXCHANGEINTERACTIONS

Theeffect of the

strength of the exchange interaction varies widely depending upon the
particular values of D and E chosen. With D = E = 0, increasing IJI
decreases the quantumyield and increases B1/2. With nonzero values of J
and D, the field at which the S-T+(T_)level crossing occurs depends upon
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of the triplet
quantum
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(A) Theeffect of the strengthof the electron-electron
dipolarinteraction,D.Thecalculated
zero-fieldyieldsare0.41,0.29,0.22,0.17,and0.12for valuesof D/gcfleof 0, - 25, - 35, - 45, and
- 60 G, respectively.(B) Theeffect of the strengthof the nonaxialcomponent
of the electronelectrondipolarinteraction,E, withD/#efle = - 45 G.Thecalculated
zero-fieldyieldsare 0.17,
0.23,and0.26for valuesof E/gefloof 0, 10, and15 G,respectively.
(C)Theeffect of thestrength
of the is0tropicexchange
interaction,J. Thecalculatedzero-fieldyieldswere0.13, 0.13, 0.17,
0.31,and0.34for valuesof J/g¢fl¢of - 15, - 10, 0, 10, and20G, respectively.

orientation,andthe effects of theselevel crossingsmaynot beobservable
in
the averageover all orientations.Examples
are shownin Figure10C.
Other Experiments
Fromthe RYDMR
linewidth at relatively low power,Norris et al (13f)
suggest kT = 5.5 x 10s s -t. The microwave H1 field which gives the
maximum
positive effect gives J/gefle = - 16___4 G (J defined as in Eq. 1).

Considerationof the magnitudeof the maximum
positive effect andthe
ratio @r(3kG)/qbT(H
= 0) suggestsD/gefle = - 50__+10 G. Ogrodnik
et al
(60) havealso obtained
a largevaluefor k~r(7.4 x s s-l) from anana
lysis
of the timedependent
triplet concentration
at low field. Theyfind that a
dipolar coupling is not required to fit their data.

Thediscrepancy
in kT is furtheraccentuated
by the time-resolved
optical
dataof Parsonet al (39), thoughunfortunatelymostlyobtainedwithQ~containingRCs.Evenwithverylarge values of kr, the substantial field
dependenceof the lifetime couldnot be modeledwith Eq. 13 using the
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measured triplet yield. The 6 ns componentof delayed fluorescence is a
further descrepancy. As measuredby optical absorption, the radical pair is
formed in approximately 100~ yield in less than 4 ps (31) and decays
11 ns. This fluorescence lifetime data led Parson and co-workersto suggest
that the radical pair relaxes in somewayin 6 ns and is nonfluorescentfor the
remainderof its 11 ns lifetime.
To help resolve these discrepancies we have recently measured the
radical pair decay kinetics at 0, 1 and 50 kG(62a). Wefind the decay to
exponential within experimental error, with lifetimes of 13 _+ 1 ns at H= 0,
17_+2 ns at H -- 1 kG, and 9_+2 ns at H = 50 kG. This result suggests a
large value of kT and is inconsistent with the measured absolute triplet
quantum yield.

DISCUSSION
The analysis of magneticfield effects in RCstouches on nearly all aspects of
the effects that spin dynamicscan exert on a chemical reaction. CIDNP
and
CIDEPshare much of the theoretical background with the RC problem,
but diffusion eliminates the need to consider dipolar and other anisotropic
magnetic interactions. The quantumyield anisotropy effects,discovered in
RCs, are a dramatic exampleof the consequences of preserving the spatial
relationship between the radicals in the pair during their lifetime. The
anisotropy and its field dependence can be exquisitely sensitive to the
radical pair structure. There are manyinteresting physical situations
intermediate between the solid state situation in RCs and radical pair
reactions in fluid solution. Reactions in highly viscous solution or
contained within or on the surface of micelles or vesicles are two examples.
Magnetic field effects have most often been studied at low field;
unfortunately, low field is also the most difficult to treat without making
approximations that may mask key interactions. The high field limit is
muchmore amenableto rigorous calculation. Also, the S-T mixing rate, ~o,
can be changedwithout limit by going to higher and higher field (ifA9 ¢ 0),
providing a useful experimental variable. The plots in Figures 7 10
illustrate the diversity of effects the various kinetic and magnetic parameters manifest in the field dependenceof the triplet yield.
The intense level of interest in the primary photochemistry of photosynthesis is, of course, driven by the singular importance of this reaction. Photosynthesis offers chemically interesting and sometimesunique
phenomena, including the magnetic field effects. The analysis of these
effects offers mechanisticinsight, as well as specific data on the electronic
coupling and three-dimensional relationship of the reactive components.
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In the following two implications of the magnetic field effects are
dischssed,
First, the value of Aglso = - 10 × 10-’~ obtained by modelingthe high
field effects agrees very well with the ’value Agi~o= 2.0026-2.0035 = -9
× 10- ’~ obtained from EPRstudies of P ~ and I :- (54, 55). This supports the
claim (55) that the species trapped at low temperature in RCsand observed
by EPRon a slow time scale is the sameas that which exists in the radical
pair (P-+I 7) on the ns time scale. The theory used for Q-depleted RCs
assumes the hyperfine mechanismto be the only source of S-T mixing at
lowfields. As the values of ks, kT, J, 9, Ap,and the hyperfine interactions can
all be simultaneouslyscaled with no effect on the predicted triplet yield or
its magnetic field dependence in the high field limit, these results can
alternatively be taken as support for the hyperfine mechanismof S-T
mixing. That is the magnetic field dependence of the triplet yield is
compatible with the relative values of Agi~oand the hyperfine interactions
measured by EPR. Wehave demonstrated that the change of B1/2 on
deuteration is an unreliable probe of.the hyperfine mechanismin RCs, in
sharp contrast to the Py-Dmacase. Furthermore, even the dependence of
the absolute yield on deuteration maynot be a reliable probe of mechanism,
as deuteration is knownto affect kinetic characteristics greatly; e.g. the
radical pair lifetime changes significantly on deuteration for unknown
reasons (39).
The second issue involves the values of the rate constant ka~ obtained by
different methods: the RYDMR.experimentsof Norris and co-workers
(13f), the time-resolved low field dependencemeasurementsof Ogrodnik
al (60), and our observation that the radical pair lifetime decreases on going
from 1 to 50 kG(62a) require large values ofkT on the order of 5 x 108 s- 1 ;
however,the high field triplet quantumyield data require kT < 1 × 108 S- 1.
This conflict in values for kT is especially interesting because the theories
used to analyze the results of all four types of experimentsare essentially the
same. Thus, we are forced to consider the possibility that the schemein
Figure 3B is not complete. A possibl e resolution of the conflict is the
following: If there were another decay channel, the limiting quantumyield
could be less than kT/(ks + kT), and the estimate for kT from the high field
dependence would be too low. The notion that other decay pathways
should be included in Figure 3B has been stressed by Parson and coworkers(39) in their attempt to rationalize the triplet yield and radical pair
decay ’ and fluorescence data. The nature of this pathway and the
mechanism that determines the branching ratio, remain obscure. The
magnetic field effect and RYDMR
data do demonstrate that all elements in
the present scheme are required as part of any complete analysis of the
primary photochemistry of photosynthesis.
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